The paper addresses the problem of optimization of a guaranteed (worst case) result for a control system driven by a controlling side in presence of a dynamical disturbance. The disturbances as functions of time are subject to functional constraints belonging to a given family of constraints. The latter family is known to the controlling side that does not observe the disturbance and uses full-memory strategies to form the control actions. The study is focused on the case where disturbance varies in open-loop disturbances chosen in advance and the case where the disturbances are restricted to a L2-compact set fixed in advance but unknown to the controlling side. In these cases it is shown that the optimal guaranteed result is non-improvable in the sense that it coincides with that obtained in the class of quasi-strategies -nonantisipatory transformations of disturbances into controls. An ε-optimal full-memory strategy is constructed. An illustrative nonlinear example is given.
Introduction
This work is related to the theory of guaranteeing positional control (see [1, 2] ). The theory focuses on assessment of the optimal guaranteed result -the minimax of a cost functional -for the controlling side that is faced with the disturbance in the process of steering a dynamical control system. Here, we study properties of the optimal guaranteed result and describe an optimal strategy for the controlling side in the case where the dynamical disturbance, non-observable by the control, is subject to a functional constraint belonging to a given family of constraints. In particular, the control problem under the action of a disturbance, that is known to be independent both of the system's state and of control actions can be considered as a problem with functional constraint on the disturbances. The examples of such situation are numerous: a physical object under the influence of natural forces (the wind during the aircraft landing); the mass behavior relative to an individual (the economic forces relative to some enterprise), etc.
Control problems with additional functional constraints imposed on the input dynamical disturbances have been studied in various formalizations. The simplest functional constraint restricts the disturbances to the open-loop ones. In [3, 4, 5] the maximin open-loop constructions (including the stochastic ones) use open-loop disturbances to find the optimal guaranteed result and optimal closed-loop strategies in control problems with non-constrained disturbances. In [6, 7] properties of linear control systems in the cases of open-loop disturbances, disturbances generated by continuous feedbacks, and disturbances formed by upper semicontinuous set-valued closed-loop strategies were compared. In [8] assuming that the disturbances are restricted to an unknown L 2 -compact set, it was shown that the optimal guaranteed result achieved in the class of the full-memory closed-loop control strategies equals that achieved by the 'fully informed controller' allowed to control the system using quasi-strategies -nonantisipatory open-loop control responses to disturbance realizations [2] ; in this sense the full-memory closed-loop strategies are uninprovable. In [9] considering the problem setting proposed in [8] in the case of a continuous cost functional, new unimprovability conditions for full-memory control strategies were given and an optimal full-memory control strategy allowing numerical implementation was constructed.
In this work, for the case of a continuous cost functional we show that, firstly, the guaranteed control problem with open-loop disturbances is equivalent to that with the disturbances restricted to L 2 -compact sets, and, secondly, the optimal guaranteed results achieved by the controlling side in the class of full-memory control strategies under these two types of constraints on the disturbances are equal to that achieved in the class of quasi-strategies. In showing the results, we use elements of theory of robust dynamical inversion of control systems ( [10, 11] ). The idea is that on small time intervals we replace the useful control by a series of test control actions. By observation the system's responses to these test control actions, we reconstruct a disturbance that is approximately equivalent to the actual one, which allows the controlling side to operate with the efficiency of quasi-strategies.
This article is the English version of the Russian publication [12] .
Definitions
Consider a control system
Here P, Q, and G 0 are compact sets; and f (·) : T × R n × P × Q → R n is continuous, locally Lipschitz in the second argument and such that for some K ≥ 0 the inequality
holds for all x ∈ R n ( · denotes the norm in an Euclidian space). Controls u(·) : T → P and disturbances v(·) : T → Q are supposed to be Lebesgue measurable. Denote by U the set of all controls and by V the set of all disturbances.
For arbitrary (t * , x * ) ∈ T × R n , u(·) ∈ U, v(·) ∈ V we denote by x(·, t * , z * , u(·), v(·)) the (unique) Carathéodory solution of (1) (see [13, II.4] ) defined on [t * , ϑ] and satisfying the initial condition x(t * ) = x * . We fix a compact set
A set ∆ = (τ i ) i∈0..n∆ where τ 0 = t 0 , τ i−1 < τ i , τ n∆ = ϑ will be called a partition (of interval T ). Denote by ∆ T the set of all partitions. For a partition ∆ = (τ i ) i∈0..n∆ and a t ∈ T set
Following [8] , define full-memory control strategies used by the controlling side. For every τ * , τ * ∈ T where τ * > τ * denote by U| [τ * ,τ * ) the set of the restrictions of all controls to [τ * , τ * ). Given a partition ∆ = (τ i ) i∈0..n∆ , any family
) will be called a full-memory feedback for partition ∆. Every family U = (U ∆ ) ∆∈∆T where U ∆ is a full-memory feedback for ∆ will be called a full-memory control strategy. We denote by S the set of all full-memory control strategies.
Given a z 0 ∈ G 0 , a partition ∆ = (τ i ) i∈0..n∆ , a full-memory feedback
) and all i ∈ 0..(n ∆ − 1) will be called the (system's) motion originating at z 0 and corresponding to ∆, U ∆ and v(·); we denote x(·) and u(·) by
For every z 0 ∈ G 0 , every full-memory control strategy U = (U ∆ ) ∆∈∆T ∈ S and every nonempty set of disturbances, V ⊆ V, we define the bundle of motions originating from z 0 and corresponding to U and V to be the set X(z 0 , U, V) of all x(·) ∈ C(T ; R n ) with the following property: there is a sequence
In the above definition, V is a functional constraint on the disturbances. Generally, we assume that the controlling side does not know V but knows a class of functional constraints V belongs to. The latter class gives the controlling side general information on the disturbance behavior but does not provide information on the exact one.
We will consider three cases of functional constraints on the disturbances. One case is the lack of constraints; in this exceptional case V = V is known to the controlling side. Another case assumes that the disturbance can vary within some L 2 -compact set; in this case the controlling side considers the class of all L 2 -compact V ⊂ V as potential candidates for constraining the disturbances. The final case assumes that the disturbance is allowed to be open-loop only; in this case all one-element subsets of V represent the potential constraints on the disturbances.
In the above cases, for every z 0 ∈ G 0 and every full-memory control strategy U ∈ S, we define the bundles of the system's motions originating at z 0 under U subject to arbitrary disturbances, L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances, and open-loop disturbances as, respectively,
here comp L2 (V) denotes the family of all L 2 (T ; R q )-compact subsets of V.
Remark 1. The definition of X (z 0 , U) is a straightforward generalization of the definition of the set of constructive motions generated by a closed-loop control strategy (see [1] ). The definition of X c (z 0 , U) follows [8] .
According to the definitions,
Remark 2. In [14] it was shown that generally
Let the controlling side evaluate the quality of the system's motions by a continuous cost functional γ(·) :
The controlling side seeks then to chose a full-memory control strategy that guarantees the minimum value for the supremum of γ(x(·)) over the system's motions x(·) corresponding to the chosen control strategy and all disturbances that are allowed within the given constraints.
Following [1] , and [2] , we call Γ(z 0 , U) = sup
the guaranteed result at z 0 ∈ G 0 for a full-memory control strategy U against arbitrary disturbances; and we call
the optimal guaranteed result at z 0 ∈ G 0 in the class of the full-memory control strategies S, against arbitrary disturbances. Similarly, we call
the guaranteed result at z 0 ∈ G 0 for a full-memory control strategy U against L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances and we call
the guaranteed result at z 0 ∈ G 0 for a full-memory control strategy U against open-loop disturbances; and we call
Along with the full-memory control strategies, we introduce, after [2] , control quasi-strategies -nonantisipatory transformations of disturbances into controls. The controlling side uses quasi-strategies if he/she is fully informed about the current histories and current values of the disturbance. A control quasi-strategy is a mapping α(·) : V → U satisfying the following non-anticipativity condition:
. We denote by Q the set of all control quasi-strategies. For every z 0 ∈ G 0 and every control quasi-strategy α(·), we call
the bundle of motions originating at z 0 under α(·). For every z 0 ∈ G 0 the value
is called the guaranteed result at z 0 for a control-quasi-strategy α(·) against arbitrary disturbances, and
is called the optimal guaranteed result at z 0 in the class of the control quasi-strategies, Q, against arbitrary disturbances.
Remark 3. Similar to how it was done above, one can also define the optimal guaranteed results at z 0 ∈ G 0 in Q against L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances and against open-loop disturbances. However, these definitions would lead to the same value; the control quasi-strategies are insensitive to the L 2 -compact and open-loop constraints on the disturbances.
The next statement is obvious.
Remark 4. As follows from [1] , and [2] , for every z 0 ∈ G 0 all the inequalities in (3) turn into equalities if
for all (τ, x) ∈ G, s ∈ R n . In that case neither the L 2 -compact, nor open-loop constraints on the disturbances change the optimal guaranteed result.
In this paper we do not assume (4) to be satisfied for all (τ, x) ∈ G, s ∈ R n . In such circumstances, some inequalities given in (3) can be strict. Examples of the situations where the first and last elements in the chain (3) differ are well known (see [2, Chapter VI, §1]). For the case where the cost functional γ is uniformly (L 1 , δ)-continuous on the set of all motions of system (1) but is not continuous on C(T, R n ), an example of the situation where the last inequality in (3) is strict, was constructed in [8] (where one can also find a definition of the uniform (L 1 , δ)-continuity). For γ continuous on C(T, R n ) a similar example was given in [15] . Among the optimal guaranteed results (at a z 0 ∈ G 0 ) given in (3) the smallest one is the optimal guaranteed result in the class of the control quasi-strategies. We address a question whether the optimal guaranteed result (at z 0 ) in the class of the full-memory control strategies against either open-loop disturbances, or L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances coincides with that in the class of quasi-strategies. If the answer is positive, the class of the full-memory control strategies, S, is non-improvable against a corresponding type of functional constraints on the disturbances. In that situation, the use of any information on the past and current values of the actual disturbance does not allow the controlling side to improve the value of the optimal guaranteed result at any z 0 ∈ G 0 , provided the disturbance subject to the corresponding type of functional constraints.
In [8] it was shown that in the case of a uniformly (L 1 , δ)-continuous cost functional the one-to-one correspondence in the mapping v → f (t, x, u, v) for all (t, x, u) ∈ T × R n × P is sufficient for the non-improvability of S against L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances. In [9] for the case of a cost functional continuous in C(T, R n ) a less restrictive sufficient condition for the non-improvability of S against the L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances and the corresponding optimal full-memory control strategy was constructed. Without that additional condition to be assumed, a question if the first or/and second inequality given in (3) turns into an equality for a cost functional continuous in C(T, R n ) has so far remained open. In this paper we give a positive answer to the question. Namely, we show that at every z 0 ∈ G 0 the class of the full-memory control strategies, S, is non-improvable against both L 2 -compactly constrained and open-loop disturbances.
3 Non-improvability of full-memory control strategies against L 2 -compactly constrained and open-loop disturbances
In this section we construct a family (U ε ) ε>0 of full-memory control strategies,
Then, in view of (3), we get
which implies that the full-memory control strategies are non-improvable at z 0 against both L 2 -compactly constrained and open-loop disturbances.
The process of operation of the full-memory feedback
for a partition ∆ = (τ i ) i∈0..n∆ includes on-line simulation of a motion y(·) of an auxiliary copy of system (1), which we call the y-model, on every interval [τ i , τ i+1 ). In the simulation process, the controlling side implements the robust dynamical inversion approach ( [10, 11] ). He/she identifies a 'surrogate' disturbancev i that mimics the affect of the actual disturbance on the system, and lets the 'surrogate' disturbance operate in the y-model. To identify the 'surrogate' disturbancev i , in a small final part of the time interval [τ i−1 , τ i ) the controlling side implements a series of test control actions u ε 1 , . . . , u ε nε and observes the system's reactions driven by the actual disturbance. In the major initial part of [τ i , τ i+1 ) the controlling side implements the useful control action u i constructed as the optimal response to the 'surrogate' disturbance for the y-model, whereas the latter is driven by the useful control action u i−1 and 'surrogate' disturbancev i−1 formed previously.
The optimal response u i is found using Krasovskii's extremal shift principle ([1]); u i shifts the y-model to a target set at the maximum speed. The target set is formed in advance and comprises the histories (up to time τ i ) of the uniform limits of the system's motions corresponding to 'approximately optimal' control quasi-strategies. The above control process ensures that the current histories of both the system's and y-model's motions never abandon small neighborhoods of the current target sets, implying that at the final time, ϑ, the value of the cost functional does not exceed Γ q (z 0 ) + ϕ(ε) for some ϕ(·) satisfying ϕ(ε) → ε→0 0. Now we turn to formal definitions. In the construction of the target sets we use the system's motions corresponding to 'approximately optimal' control quasi-strategies. We set
here cl X denotes the closure of a X ⊂ C(T ; R n ) in C(T ; R n ). For every τ ∈ T the set of the restrictions of all the elements of W(z) to [t 0 , τ ], denoted by W(z)| [t0,τ ] , will be regarded as the target set at time τ . For every τ ∈ T and every y(·) ∈ C([t 0 , τ ], R n ) we fix a projection w(·|τ, y(·)) of y(·) onto the target set W(z)| [t0,τ ] ; thus,
where · C stands for the norm in C([t 0 , τ ], R n ). Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1). Fix an ε-net (u ε j ) j∈1..nε in P; thus, sup u∈P min j∈1..nε u − u ε j ≤ ε. In the subsequent constructions the elements of (u ε j ) j∈1..nε play the role of test control actions mentioned above. Every ∆ ∈ ∆ T can be "thin out", by withdrawing some elements, to ∆ ′ ∈ ∆ T , so that the latter satisfy conditions
..n∆ be a partition of T . Without loss of generality we suppose, that D(∆) / d(∆) ≤ 3. Denote
(thanks to (6) τ
Define a full-memory feedback U (11) and setv
The full-memory feedback U ∆ ε is defined for an arbitrary partition ∆ ∈ ∆ T . Thus, the full-memory strategy
Theorem 2. For all z 0 ∈ G 0 the following relations hold true:
A proof is given in the next section.
Example 1. Let system (1) has the form
and the cost functional be given by γ(
With an appropriate choice of G, system (17) satisfies all the assumptions imposed earlier on system (1); therefore, Theorem 2 holds, implying the full-memory control strategies are non-improvable against both the L 2 -compactly constrained and open-loop disturbances. On the other hand, system (1) does not satisfy the conditions sufficient for the nonimprovability of the full-memory control strategies against the L 2 -compactly constrained disturbances, which are given in [8] (Theorem 9.1) and in [9] (Theorem 2). One can easily find that Γ c ((0, 0)) = Γ p ((0, 0)) = Γ q ((0, 0)) = −0.5 and Γ((0, 0)) = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2
Since (15) and (3) imply (16), it is sufficient to prove (15) .
Introduce some definitions and notations.
For every p, q : T → S where S is a nonempty set and every t ′ ∈ [t, ϑ] we denote
We set
and for an arbitrary measurable set A ⊆ R denote
here and below λ is the Lebesgue measure.
Lemma 1. For any measurable set A ⊆ R and any c ≥ 1/2 it holds that
Remark 5. For c = 1/2 the second equality in (19) was proved in [16] (Theorem 3.20) and in [17] (ch.IX, §6). The lemma follows from [18, Theorem 7.10]. We give simplified proof.
Proof. Let t 0 ∈ R and absolutely continuous function Λ : R → R has the form
where χ A (·) denotes the characteristic function of the set A. The Lebesgue differentiation theorem implies that for a.a. τ ∈ R the function Λ(·) has the derivative at the point τ , that equals to the value χ A (τ ). Let D A ⊂ R denotes the set of all Lebesgue points of Λ(·) points of differentiability of the function Λ(·). Thus, for every τ ∈ D A there exists a function O τ (·) : R → R, such that lim δ→0 O τ (δ) = 0 and for any a, b ∈ R the equalities hold
Subtracting the second equation from the first one and dividing by b − a we obtain the relations
for any a, b ∈ I c (τ ). Hence, the equality holds
Taking into account the definition of the function Λ(·), the last statement can be rewritten as
This relation shows, that for a.a. τ ∈ A the inclusion τ ∈ A ′ c holds and, vice versa, for a.a. τ ∈ A ′ c the relation τ ∈ A is fulfilled.
Proof. Fix a c ≥ 1/2, v(·) ∈ V and note that by (2) for all x(·) ∈ X(G 0 ) we have
Choose any ε > 0. By Luzin's theorem (see [17, Ch.4] ) there is a closed measurable set E ε ⊆ T such that
Let E ′ ε be the set of all density points of E ε (see (18)). From the closedness of E ε it follows that E ′ ε ⊆ E ε . By the Lemma 1 applied to E ε we have
The continuity of the right-hand side of equation (1) in G×P ×Q, the compactness of the latter set and relations (21), (22) imply that the functions s → f (s, x(s), u, v(s)) : E ε → R n are equicontinuous with respect to u ∈ P, x(·) ∈ X(G 0 ), that is, there exists a ϕ ε (·) : (0, +∞) → (0, +∞) (depending on E ε ) such that lim δ→0 ϕ ε (δ) = 0 and for all s, τ ∈ E ε it holds that
For all a, b, τ ∈ T , a < b, we have
Let τ ∈ E ′ ε . We decompose the last integral into the sum of two ones, using the set E ε , and apply to the first term the estimate (24). Thus, we continue the calculations as follows:
Therefore, we get
where the right-hand side (since τ ∈ E ′ ε ) tends to zero as (a, b) ∈ I c (τ ) and a, b → τ . Thus, for all τ ∈ E ′ ε we have (20). In view of (23) and the arbitrary choice of ε > 0 we get that (20) holds for a.a. τ ∈ T .
Lemma 3. For any position z ∈ G 0 the set W(z) is compact in C(T, R n ), u-stable, change upper semicontinuously by inclusion with respect to parameter z ∈ G 0 and satisfies the relations
The proof of Lemma 3 is standard for theory of closed-loop differential games and follows [19, Lemma 5.1] . The inclusion z ∈ W(z)| t0 and u-stability of the set W(z) imply the inequality
And in view of the compactness in C(T ; R n ) of the set W(z), projections (5) are defined correctly. Now we fix an ε > 0, a z 0 ∈ G 0 and a motion
where
With no loss of generality (selecting, if necessary, a subsequence), we get
Obviously, v 0 (·) ∈ V. Using (27) and a convergence property of measurable functions (see [13, Theorem I.4 .8]), we find that, with no loss of generality (if necessary, we select a subsequence), it holds that
For every k ∈ {1, 2, . .
and, in accordance with (7), (8) , set
Take a k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. By the definition of the full-memory feedback U
10), (11) , (12) , (13) , (14)) we also determine the motion y k (·) of y-model, associated with x k (·), controlū k (·) and disturbancev k (·), that operate in the motion y k (·)
where u * ∈ P, v * ∈ Q, x k (·)| [t0,τ ki ] is the restriction of x k (·) to [t 0 , τ ki ] ([t 0 , τ k0 ] = {t 0 }).
For all (t, x) ∈ G and the ε-net (u and the identity u k (s) =ū k (s), s ∈ T \ M ε , k ∈ N (continuing evaluation):
We use the continuity of f (·) in the last variable for the second integral and the majorant κ(G) (see (2)) -for the third integral (continuing evaluation):
In the second integral we use the continuity of f (·) in the third variable (continuing evaluation): Using the inequality λ(M ε ) ≤ ε(ϑ − t 0 ) and the definition of the set q ε s we get
We apply to (44) the Gronwall lemma (see [13, Theorem II.4.4] ):
4. Lemma 4, the convergences (28), (43) and the inequality (45) imply the estimate
that, in view of the choice of x 0 (·) ∈ X c (z 0 , U ε ), leads to the equality (42).
The proof of Theorem 2
By Lemma 5 the equalities (42) hold. These equalities and equality (25) γ(x(·)) = Γ q (z 0 ).
